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1 Claim. (Cl. 206-44) 

This invention relates to combination shipping and dis 
play containers, and more particularly to a combination 
shipping and display carton formed from a conventional 
corrugated paperboard blank. The subject carton which 
is formed from a minimum of material serves both as a 
shipping container for a plurality of packages and as a 
display stand for the said packages when the carton is 
properly opened and erected. The present invention is 
readily adaptable to rectangular cartons of widely varying 
sizes and relative dimensions. 
Many forms of combination shipping and display con 

tainers have been used previously to fulfill the double 
purpose of shipping and displaying the contained mer 
chandise to facilitate and increase sales. Most of these 
containers have consisted of paperboard cartons formed 
from either especially designed blanks or containing addi 
tional material to constitute the display arrangement. 
The increased cost of manufacturing the more complex 
blanks and/or providing additional material within the 
carton for display purposes has limited their adoption in 
the competitive shipping container ?eld. Likewise, the 
difficulty experienced by retailers in the erection of these 
more complicated display arrangements has further re 
strained their adoption. 
The principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a combined shipping and display carton which is 
formed from a conventional single sheet paperboard 
blank with a minimum of material and scoring to con 
tain a plurality of merchandising packages during ship 
ment and/or storage and to display a major portion of 
the same exposed within the opened carton on tiered 
shelves by opening and folding the carton in the pre 
scribed manner. 

Further objects of this invention are to provide a 
simple and inexpensive display container from a conven 
tinal shippinsy carton of varied size and dimensions con 
structed of corrugated paperboard which has a single 
score line therein to permit erection of the display ar 
rangement. 
The speci?c nature of this invention as well as other 

objects and advantages thereof will become apparent 
to those skilled in the art from the following detailed 
description taken in conjunction with the annexed sheet 
of drawings on which, by way of preferred example only, 
are illustrated two embodiments of this invention. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the carton sealed for 

shipment without the normally contained merchandise, 
the interior top and bottom flaps being shown in broken 
lines; 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing the portions 
of theicarton which are severed on opening; 

Fig. 3‘ is a perspective view, showing the carton in dis 
play positionvexposing the, edges of the stepped shelves 

Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional’- view taken on line 4—-4 
of Fig. 3; 
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Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 4 showing a modi?cation 

of the display arrangement; and 
Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 4 showing another dis 

play modi?cation. 
The illustrated embodiment of this invention pertains to 

a carton or box constructed of single ply corrugated 
paperboard. A single sheet of the paperboard is severed 
into a one piece blank to constitute the desired carton 
size and shape when erected into shipping form. The 
carton has a rectangular shape when the blank ends are 
joined with the front, rear, top, bottom and side walls 
folded together at right angles to their adjacent members 
to complete the carton assembly. The carton top and 
bottom walls are formed from overlapping ?aps which 
are cut in the formation of the blank as extensions of 
the front, rear and side walls. The carton is typical of 
the majority of shipping containers used commercially, 
the only special preparation of the carton blank being a 
scored transverse line 20 extending across the front 11 
which does not weaken the carton structure. 
The carton top and bottom composed of extension 

flaps attached to the erected vertical walls are shown in 
Fig. 1 in the sealed position for shipment or storage ex 
cluding the normally contained merchandise. The top 
?aps 12 and 14 are hinged extensions of the respective 
front 11 and back 26 and are located externally with 
the junction of their edges in the medial portion of the 
carton top parallel tothe front 11. The top ?aps 13 and 
15 which are attached to the sides 10 lie immediately 
below and contiguous with the external top flaps 12 and 
14. The overlapping top ?aps 12, 13, 14 and 15 are 
bonded together at their contacting surfaces either ad 
hesively or by stapling to unitedly form the integral top 
panel. Any ordinary method of joining the top ?aps 
may be employed consistent with shipping speci?cations 
for containers. The preferable form of the top assembly 
has the junction of the top ?aps 12 and 14 located ex 
ternally parallel to the front 11 to facilitate the medial 
folding of the top. The bottom ?aps 27, 28, 29 and 30 
are joined in the same manner as the top to seal the 
carton bottom. 

In Fig. 1, the sides 10 and the front 11 are shown 
marked in a predetermined manner to indicate the pro 
cedure to be followed in opening the carton. Printed in 
structions (not shown) on the carton will indicate that 
triangular sections 35 are severed from the two sides 10 
by cutting along the lines 16, 17 and 18 and the front 
11 is divided in its lower portion by cutting along the 
transverse line 19. The cutting lines 16, 17, 18 and 19 
for properly opening the carton may be conveniently 
shown by printed dot and dash lines along with the dis 
play erection instructions. 
The triangular sections 35 which .are removed from the 

sides 10 are located in the top forward portions of the 
sides. The lines 16 which constitute the hypotenuse of 
the triangular cutting extend from the upper rear corner 
of the sides 10 to the lower portion of the front 11 to 
meet the transverse severance line 19. The cutting lines 
17 and 18 extend across the top and front corners re 
spectively of the sides 10. It is most convenient to remove 
the triangular sections 35 from the sides 10 before cutting 
the front 11 along the transverse line 19. Thus, the lower 
portions of the sides 10 reman in vertical position after 
cutting with their upper edges forwardly sloping to the 
lower front serving to form and strengthen the display 
stand. 

After the carton is opened by making the above desig 
nated cuts the hingedly attached top and major front 
portions 11 and 25 are swung open about the line 22 at 
the rear upper corner to permit removal of the contained 
goods. All of the goods are removed to form the dis 
play stand when the packages are relatively large sized, 



but in thecase of smaller packages approximately one 
fourth of the contained goods can be stored in the lower 
rear portion of the carton~in its display form and re 
.moved 1as' desired by opening ~‘ the7 display arrangement. 
After the required amount of goods are removedv the top 
is ?exedalong the line 23~at the iunction‘of the top flaps 
12 and 14. This ?exing of the top which is partially or 
completely double ply due to overlappingv of the ?aps‘ 12, 

' 13, 14, and 15 then' allows the external surfaces-of the 
top ?aps 12and>14 to be folded toward each other‘more 
easily into‘a right angled step. 
The upper front ‘portion 11 is divided from the attached 

lower front portion '25 'by the vscore line 20 placed therein 
in the formation’ of the carton blank. ‘tTherexternal-vsur 
face'of the'lower'front portion 25 is folded upward at 
right angles-to the upper front portion 11 about ‘the score 
line 20 to construct a step composed of'riser and tread. 
Similarly, the external surfaces of the. top ?aps-12 and>14 
~are folded'together-along the line 123 to form planes at 
right-angles. > The two continuous shelves ‘having included 
right anglesv formed along the lines "20 ‘and 23 are main 
tained- in' stepped position and'swung about the upper rear 
line 22 as‘ a lineal fulcrum, into the carton interior. In 
effect thisiamounts to lowering theexternal upper front 
corner into the approximate transverse center‘ line of the 
carton interior. ' 
"Thus, the riser and tread of the-topper shelf are formed 

by the external surfaces of- the carton-top ?aps '12 and’ 14 
respectively. The rear half of the 'topconsisting-of ?ap 
S14 is placed back to back aga'instthecarton rear'wall'26 
'with the rear halves of the; inner’ top ?aps Band-15 con 
tacting theirear wall26. The upper/shelf: is supported 
-.at the upper»line'~22'by the rear wall=26 -to which his 
hingedly and foldedly attached. The lateral edges of the 
upper shelf are located within the inner surfaces Vof'sides 
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at a distance from’ the lower front corner, approximately 
equal to one-half the top width dimension so that the. 
upper shelf tread is horizontal when erected. As shown 
in Fig. 3, thervertical risers of the two shelves‘consist of 
one-half the top and the front portion minus this‘dimen 
sion to extend vertically from the carton'bo'ttom to the 
upper rear line 22. The horizontal width of the attached 
front portion‘25 in the cartonibottomfl-acks reaching into 
the inner. front corner" when the steps are right angledrby 
a distance equal to the height of the standing front 
ledge 24. ' ' ' ‘ 

Another modi?cation 'of the’ carton 'is shown 'in Fig. 6 p 
in which the front wall 11 is 'c'utjalong the transverse line 
19 located rearerthe lower front corner. 
front portion 24 forms‘a' more shallow‘ledge in front of 
the lower shelf with its edge 31 nearer‘the carton bot 
tom. The cut edge 34 of the attached wider front por 
tion 125- is placed on‘v the - ‘carton ‘bottom and: vinser'tediir'lto 
the inner front corner? to support the, 'lower'extremity of 
the shelves. The ‘included v‘angles: of the. stepsfwlien 
formed equally are then ‘slightly greater thanrright angles’ 
with the shelf treads nearly horizontal. The'shelf-‘ri'sers 
are only slightlyrinclined'and the overall’construction' is 
as strong and durabler'as the other display forms. 
A considerable quantity of the contained. goods may be 

placed on the tiered shelves to effectively display the- same 
to promote sales. The relative heightsof the'shelves are 
sufficiently separated to expose the major- portions-of two 
rows ofmerch'andise such‘as bottled packages. lT'he'disé 
played items are'readily available for inspection and sale. 

The advertising message which is printed onthe ex 
‘ ternalfrear‘half of the' carton top-and the upper front 

35 
10 held in place by friction within the~innervertical~ 
corners formed by the sides 10 and rear'wall'26. 

' The internal surface of the attached lower‘ front portion j 
I 25 ,is placed on the carton bottom resting on the inner 
bottom ?aps‘ 27‘ and 29. The upper front portion 11 then 
stands’ vertically perpendicular to the medial areas of the 
bottom flaps ~27 and~29 and the sides '10,. The included 
rightangle of the lower’ step isthen located‘withinthe 
sides 10 on the carton bottom; The extreme lower front 
portion 24 which is left attached ~to'thee‘bottom ?ap 28 
and sides110 serves as a -ledge"with an upper edge 31v in 
front of the lower shelf and contributes to the support ‘of 
the sides'lo'and display shelves. ' i 

A’ tab 32 consisting of a U-shaped ?nger may be cut 
pointing‘ rearwardly'in theicenterlforwardportion of the 
lbottom'?apr 28 inithepreparation of the carton blank. 
The extreme rearward'edge of the tab '32 isfpulled up to 
engage the cut edge 34 of the front portion 25 to hold 
the tread of the lower shelf :in~locke'dyposition in the 
carton bottom. Thus, the upper and lower extremities of 
the two shelves are held1 ?xed as shown inf-Figs. 3 and 4 
while their lateral edges are held in‘ place against the'sides 

9110 byrfriction. ~~ Pig, -4 clearly‘shows the tab 32fengaging 
w the edge 34 of the front portion 25' in the carton bottom ' 
with the shelvesrsupported by their hinged attachment to 
the upper rear wall along the line '22. V 
“The tab 32 may be replaced; by a?ller strip 33 as-shown 

in'Fig. 5 to hold the severed edge134 of the‘ frontfportion 
25 in’ place on the Fc'arton bottoin. 'The'strip-33 may'vbe 
‘packed 'within the cartonv'along 'wi'thjthe' merchandise 
during shipment to be nsed'in the :display’arr-angement. 
v‘It is positioned‘ in the 'forwardlportion er the cartoni'bot 
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. torn, from, rear and a pair of sidewalls, said‘ top and hot» 
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tomito maintain the shelves’ in?rightéangleipositions and ‘ 
to prevent the edged‘! fromnmoving ‘forward when‘under 
load. "' ‘ . 

The‘ditfere'ncein ‘height of the fslielv'e's’3is’ determined by 
:the relative dnnensi-onslof ‘the topiandlsidesiof the-carton. 
The‘score‘ line '20 _must‘be-‘placed'» in‘ the? carton front »11 
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wall‘ is forwardly exposed on the. vertical shelf risers. 2 By 
concentration of the printed matter onfthese earton'sur-S 
faces 'and‘?on the lower side walls an effective advertising 
and display stand is available to the seller 'atrlittle or no 
extra cost above'that of the’ ordinary shipping carton. 
The carton in display form presents (a veryinoticea'ble 
and attractive appearance‘ to induce sales. 
'Various modi?cations may be resorted to 'withinithe 

spirit and scope of the appended claim. ' 
‘I’ claim: 7 ' ' 

A ‘conventional i shipping carton which’ is ‘convertible ’ 
‘into aSdisplay‘containensaid-carton formed-of foldable 
paperboard‘mater'ial and comprising'recta‘ngular top, bot 

tom walls comprising a plurality xof-joined overlapping 
?a'ps which are hinged'extensions of‘saidi front, ‘rear, and 
sidewallsjsaid front wall'having a single’ fold line extend 
ing transversely across an intermediate area thereof and 
~'an»indicated line'of'severance ‘below and-parallel" to said 
fold'line on’the low'er'poi‘ticih of'said front-wall, ‘each 7 
sidewall<having a diagonal indicated-line ?of severance 
extending upwardly and rearwardly' ‘from one end ofs‘aid 
transverse severance linev on the front wallap'proximately 
to the, upper edge of the rear wall and additional 'in'dicaté 
‘ed lines of ‘severancealon'g the-front'andlnpper-edges 
of 'said sidewall above ‘said diagonal ‘line ‘de?ning a 
triangular-shaped section ‘adapted to be removed in, con- ' 
verting'the carton to a display- containensaid top ‘wall 
adapted to form a riserand tread of the upper shelf, the 
riser supported’ by hinged. attachment to 'ithe Supper'rear 
wall and the forward. portion vof the tread ibyt'the'ilupper 
portion of the'front wall resting on: the container bottom. 
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